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Abstract 

The reception of William Harrison Ainsworth’s novel, Jack Sheppard (1839-1840), was 

contemporaneously deemed a mania and has been described by critics today as a moral panic over the 

influence of fiction. Several adaptations of Ainsworth’s novel across media ambiguously depict Jack’s 

hanging, and the adaptations that most clearly show his survival occur in those versions that are least 

legally defensible and most clearly targeted toward the labouring classes. In this essay, I analyse 

Buckstone and Greenwood’s melodramas at the Adelphi and Sadler’s Wells, respectively, in autumn 

1839; two penny press novelisations of Jack Sheppard published in 1839 and 1840; and an anonymous 

melodrama staged at the City of London Theatre in 1845, which was shut down due to violating the 

licensing ban on Jack Sheppard titles. From contemporary accounts of the mania, I argue that audience 

members treated historical and fictional accounts of Jack as describing the same entity, which created 

the space for specifying new facts and thus claiming new meaning. I therefore see Jack Sheppard as a 

transmedia character. For the labouring classes, claiming new meaning sometimes inhered in Jack’s 

defiance of capital punishment. This transmedial extension of Ainsworth’s character by working-class 

audiences in the penny press and cheap theatre pointed to the inadequacies of Victorian copyright law 

to protect the creative property of originating authors across media, and thus disturbed Victorian middle 

and upper-class literary critics because they saw the lower class’s celebration of a criminal as threatening 

to undermine their social order. Using the concept of transmedia in this period allows us to see how 

enthusiastic audience members in the working classes created what I term character complexity as they 

built a palimpsest out of the panoply of cross-media character representations. This transmedia character 

complexity matters because it is an avenue for oppressed communities to reclaim their dignity through 

narrative meaning-making.  
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Introduction 

Victorians deemed the reception of Jack Sheppard (1839-1840) a mania, and later literary 

scholars have described it as a moral panic over the influence of fiction. The mania came to a 

climax on 5 May 1840 when B. F. Courvoisier, valet, slit the throat of his master, Lord William 

Russel, while Russel was sleeping in his bed (Harman 2018).  Courvoisier later confessed that 

the idea of the crime had come to him upon while reading William Harrison Ainsworth’s novel 

Jack Sheppard (Hollingsworth 1963: 145).  This confession was explosive. London of spring 

1840 was already taut with class tensions, as the city was “teeming with immigrants,                             

the unemployed, and a burgeoning working class who were more literate and organised than 

ever before” (Harman 2019: 4-5).  The winter prior, Chartists had been rallying for universal 

suffrage; in some places, this rallying had turned into bloody riots (5). Indeed, over 200 Chartist 

demonstrators were arrested and 21 found guilty of high treason after an uprising in Newport 

on 4 November 1839 (5).  In this context, the murder of a nobleman by his valet, a servant 

responsible for dressing and shaving his master, underlined the profound threat that upper-class 

intimacies with the lower classes might portend (see Altick 1998: esp. 81-5). 

Boys who proudly called themselves “Jack Sheppards” had before been considered 

relatively harmless, but now English middle- and upper-class cultural commentators seized 

upon Ainsworth’s novel as potentially instigating class uprising. Consequently, the Lord 

Chamberlain banned further plays based on Jack Sheppard after Russel’s murder (Buckley 

2002: 429). Testimony from the Report from the Select Committee on Criminal and Destitute 

Juveniles  (Parliamentary Papers 1852) – which contains examinations from 1841 of boys in 

prison in the Northern and Eastern District, encompassing Liverpool and Manchester – both 

supports and contests the influence of fiction. J. H., whose statement was taken by the chaplain 

of  the house of correction at Preston  and  who  was under a sentence of transportation at 18 

years old,  testifies:  
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I read ‘Jack Sheppard’ about five months before I began the robberies. I saw ‘Jack Sheppard’ 

played  twice.  It  excited  in  my  mind  an  inclination  to  imitate  him;  the  part  was  well  acted  

at  the play. I read how he got into places; and I had a wish to try if I could do the same. The play 

made  the  greatest  impression  on  my  mind.  A  few  weeks  after  I  saw  the  play,  I  committed  

the first robbery.  

(“Juvenile Delinquency” 1852: 545)  

While J. H. attributes his turn to crime to the impression the well-acted play made upon his 

mind, another boy denies the influence of Jack Sheppard completely. A. L., whose statement 

was taken by the Inspector of Prisons in Borough Gaol at Liverpool, 19 years old, testifies: 

I have seen ‘Jack Sheppard’ performed; have read part of his Life; I thought the play was very 

interesting; I am sure it did not create in me any bad thoughts, nor increase my desire to follow 

bad practices. I am quite satisfied the love of drink has been the cause of my coming here.  

(541)1   

Thus, while some working-class juvenile delinquents conformed with the upper- and middle-

class notion that the Jack Sheppard mania had tempted them into crime, other testimonies resist 

that explanation.  At stake in the question is how far the power of narrative reaches.  Against 

this backdrop I will argue that the moral panic over the Jack Sheppard mania hinges on the 

blurring of history and fiction.  I propose that, after the publication of Ainsworth’s popular 

novel, the spread of Jack Sheppard across different media, such as drama in the cheap theatre 

and print in the penny press, provided a space for transforming a historical figure into a 

contested character where class-based conflicts about crime and its punishment played out.  

 Jack Sheppard’s reception shows that what we would now recognise as a transmedia 

character circulated in the British nineteenth-century entertainment marketplace.                                    

The market practices and reception processes, however, that constructed this transmedia 

character then were emergent rather than intentionally coordinated by any one entity.                      

While the concept of transmedia is usually used to discuss twenty-first century franchises that 

spin off extensions of a single, corporately controlled vision of a storyworld across media 

platforms, recent scholarship  on  transmediality has sought to historicise the conditions  under  

which  transmedia practices occur.2 In Historicising Transmedia Storytelling (2017),                                 

Matthew Freeman has argued that considering transmedia historically means considering how 

transmedia has been “informed by different industrial configurations and strategies over time” 

(2).  Most scholars who attempt to historicise transmedia move no further than the turn  of the 

(usually American) twentieth century,  Freeman included.  Freeman contends that this is 

because the twentieth century is when transmedia storytelling specifically becomes a practice 

embedded in industrialised entertainment production. However, the origins of industrialised,  

mass  media  entertainment  can  be  traced  earlier  to  the  late  eighteenth  century and early 

nineteenth century of Britain’s industrialisation.  Lisette Lopez Szwydky recently argued for 

reframing  nineteenth-century  adaptations across media as part of a long history of transmedia   

 
1 A Life references A History of the Remarkable Life of John Sheppard, Containing a Particular Account 

of his Many Robberies and Escapes (1724), traditionally attributed to Daniel Defoe. A copy of this 

biographical pamphlet was found in Ainsworth’s library when he died (Jacobs and Mourão 2007: 492). 
2 Henry Jenkins famously defined transmedia storytelling in 2006 as a “process where integral elements 

of a fiction get dispersed systematically across multiple delivery channels for the purpose of creating a 

unified and coordinated entertainment experience. Ideally, each medium makes its own unique 

contribution to the unfolding of the story” (Jenkins 2011, my emphasis). Jenkins defined the term in 

response to a twentieth and twenty-first century media environments and intellectual property 

paradigms. However, recent scholarship has started to emphasise practices that afford transmedia rather 

than the highly planned and coordinated plotting across media that Jenkins’s first definition requires. 
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storytelling strategies in Transmedia Adaptation in the Nineteenth Century (2020).3                        

Broadly in line with Szwydky’s approach to transmedia adaptation, media scholars Lisbeth 

Klastrup and Susana Tosca see transmediality as being constituted in reception (2016: 111), 

with which I agree. That is, an entity becomes transmedial when an audience member 

recognises the entity across media and adds new information to the entity’s description as a 

consequence of their cross-media encounters.  

Seeing Jack Sheppard as a transmedia character foregrounds debates about the 

ontological status of characters.  How can we say that Jack is the same Jack when in some 

versions of his story he dies and in others he lives?  I claim that the Jack who dies in Ainsworth 

can be, and probably often is, perceived as the same Jack who escapes death and lives on                        

in working-class melodrama and penny fiction. This claim problematises the world-centredness 

of much transmedia theory, as well as the fundamental idea that fictional characters are tied   to 

their imagined worlds (Lapointe 2017: 63). As Anita Nell Bech Albertsen explains, 

 [w]ithin transmedia studies, there has been a continuous affirming of an emphasis on expansion 

over adaptation.  According to [Henry] Jenkins’s definition,  the difference between adaptation 

and expansion lies in the fact that adaptation is ‘simply re-presenting an existing story rather than 

expanding and annotating the fictional world.’  

(2019: 245)  

A transmedia extension, the term transmedia scholars tend to use, entails adding detail to 

fictional characters and worlds that complement each other in an ultimately coherent system. 

Transmedia extensions are typically contrasted against repetitive adaptations. Adaptation 

scholars will likely balk at such a fidelity-focused definition of adaptation;  indeed,  Jenkins has 

stated that the transformative work inherent in adaptation means that we should  “think of 

adaptation and extension as part of continuum in which both poles are only theoretical 

possibilities” (qtd. in Albertsen 2019: 255).  As Albertsen argues, the transference of known 

characters  in new narrative worlds across media inherently complicates the distinction between                    

adaptation and extension (255). My treatment of Jack Sheppard adaptations likewise                    

assumes that every version undertakes transformative work that can be considered extension 

rather than repetition.  

The complicated bibliography of Jack Sheppard in the eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries exemplifies the migration of a character across media, migration that was facilitated 

by the blurring between non-fictional history and fiction in nineteenth-century entertainment. 

Ainsworth’s Jack Sheppard was serialised in the middle-class magazine Bentley’s Miscellany 

from January 1839 until February 1840 (Jacobs and Mourão 2007: 13). The novel was based 

on an eighteenth-century highwayman who had already become a legend in historical memory.4 

Keith Hollingsworth summarises the real Sheppard’s biography: 

Sheppard was born in 1702 and was hanged at Tyburn on November 16, 1724, at the age of 

twenty-one. Apprenticed to a carpenter at fifteen, he apparently committed no crimes until he was 

twenty; he was hanged about a year and a half after his first petty theft. Within that period he 

escaped from prison four times. He got himself out of small lock-up, St. Giles’s Round-House; 

he got himself and Edgeworth Bess out of the New Prison, Clerkenwell; and he escaped twice 

from Newgate. His robberies were never remarkable, but the escapes made him famous.  

              (1963: 132)  

 
3 See also Haugtvedt (2017 and 2016). 
4 When speaking of fictional versions of Jack Sheppard, I will refer to the character as Jack. When 

speaking of the historical Jack Sheppard, I will refer to the man as Sheppard. Yet, as I argue, the 

distinctions between these two implied persons are not actually clear-cut. 
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Sheppard was infamous in his own time: he had many visitors in prison and was described in 

newspapers and pamphlets throughout the United Kingdom (134). Sheppard’s story made it to 

the stage less than two weeks after his execution, and perhaps contributed to The Beggar’s 

Opera (134). It was also rumoured that William Hogarth may have based Jack Idle upon Jack 

Sheppard in his famous engraving, Industry and Idleness (1747) (134).5 Representations of 

Sheppard thus traversed media from the beginning: representations that crossed between 

accounts of history, rumour, legend, and fiction.  

Representations of Jack Sheppard have also always been imbricated with issues of class.6 

The revival of the Jack Sheppard story by Ainsworth emphasised these aspects of the tale. 

Ainsworth’s melodramatic plot consists of the villain, notorious eighteenth-century bounty 

hunter  Jonathan  Wild,  luring  Jack  into  a  life  of  crime.  Wild  had  made  a  criminal  out 

of Jack to punish Jack’s mother for having romantically rejected Wild in his youth. 

Subsequently, Jack’s mother is revealed to be a long-lost noble daughter, and Jack regrets his 

descent into crime, given his lately discovered aristocratic roots: “I feel it more on my poor 

mother’s account than my own,” Jack laments (Ainsworth 2007: 309). At the same time, Wild 

targets Jack’s adopted brother, Thames Darrel, to usurp the inherited fortune that the orphaned 

Darrel does not know he has. Jack ultimately protects his virtuous brother, who also turns out 

to be an aristocrat. By the end, after multiple ingenious escapes from prison, Jack is hanged for 

being an accessory to murder, but he dies a hero who has redeemed himself as a son and a 

brother. In adapting the novel for his intended middle-class audience, Ainsworth had refined 

Sheppard’s criminal past by first making him primarily a victim of the villain and then lending 

him a noble lineage. Such revisions softened the radical potential of valorising a criminal, 

because that criminal is actually an aristocrat – reifying class hierarchy by implying that Jack 

is a suitable object of admiration since his goodness ultimately derives from his hidden true 

nature. Despite these adjustments, Victorian cultural critics of the middle and upper classes still 

found Ainsworth’s novel threatening.  

Indeed, several working-class dramatisations and novelisations of Jack Sheppard refused 

to shut down Jack’s disruptive power by killing him in the end. This survival is an example of 

audiences of the labouring classes reclaiming Jack by positing a new ending for him that allows 

him to live out other potentialities. I will argue that this proliferation of potentialities affords 

the character a complexity that parallels the psychological depth often attributed to traditional 

realist characters.  

 
5 George Cruikshank modelled his illustrations for Ainsworth’s Jack Sheppard on Hogarth’s Industry 

and Idleness (Buckley 2002: 433). Ainsworth thought of his project as “a sort of Hogarthian novel,” but 

strove to be historically accurate in his depiction of Jack’s industry and idleness (Hollingsworth 1963: 

134). Arguably, Ainsworth’s novel can itself be thought of as a transmedia extension of Hogarth’s 

Industry and Idleness. 
6 Today it might seem naive or ill-conceived to focus so much on class position, which has lately 

encountered challenges from historians and sociologists who find class reductive and potentially 

insensitive to other identity categories such as race, status, gender, region, and religion (McWilliam 

2019: 164). When I refer to class, I acknowledge that socio-economic status intersects with other aspects 

of identity, all of which are importantly rhetorically constructed. Rohan McWilliam notes that there has 

been a shift away from discussing the “working class” as a singular block back to “the Victorian usage, 

which was to talk about the ‘working classes’, acknowledging the huge range in income, work, and 

outlook among manual workers (the same is true of the ‘middle class’)” (164). As always when talking 

about audience position and audience identities, these traits were not static, but were dynamically 

interacting with other traits and further subject to change. Nonetheless, the importance of class in 

nineteenth-century Britain cannot be ignored, not least because consciousness regarding these identity 

categories was coalescing and evolving during the time. 
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Appropriation and Plagiarism  

Victorian upper- and middle-class critics often positioned lower-class readers as being 

incapable of sophisticated interpretation, instead implying that the supposedly naive readers of 

the working classes merely mimed or imitated what they saw with little thought of its moral 

consequences.7  Elizabeth Stearns refutes this view by demonstrating that audiences of the 

labouring classes in the early 1840s were actively interpreting Jack Sheppard texts and not 

mindlessly imbibing raw sensationalism alone,  as Victorian critics claimed (2013: 436).                      

In Stearns’s analysis of working-class responses,  Jack is a working-class hero rebelling against 

unjust law, a stance that works against upper- and middle-class portrayals of an ignorantly 

mimetic lower class thoughtlessly valorising a petty criminal.  Such fears of celebrating                           

a criminal make some sense in the context of the times. The Jack Sheppard mania spiked                        

at a “moment of crisis for English common law” (435). Between 1837 and 1839, capital 

punishment was largely abolished, and the still new police force was given expanded 

jurisdiction to punish activities that the labouring classes had long engaged in for livelihood or 

pleasure (435).  This expansion of the police state, along with the abolishment of most capital 

punishment,  brought increased attention to the appropriateness of the scale of punishment to 

the crime at hand.  

 It is this question of disproportionate sentencing that played out in Jack Sheppard 

adaptations. Jack’s repeated escapes from prison, and his cavalier attitude toward authority, 

gained traction with the labouring classes.  J. B. Buckstone’s Jack Sheppard opened                                 

at the Adelphi Theatre in the West End on 28 October 1839.  Buckstone’s melodrama                               

is considered the most popular and celebrated of the period. Some performances at the Adelphi 

staged an ambiguous ending in which Jack may survive, although other archival evidence points 

to an ending with a more didactic demise for the criminal character.  Also on 28 October 1839, 

Thomas Greenwood premiered his melodrama, Jack Sheppard; or, the House-Breaker of the 

Last Century, at Sadler’s Wells in the East End.  The last scene sees Jack potentially rescued 

after his hanging. Greenwood’s play later reappeared in parts in Jack Sheppard. A Drama in 

Three Acts, which was shut down by the Lord Chamberlain for violating the licensing ban                     

in 1845 at the City of London Theatre: here Jack also survives his hanging and is cheered                    

by the people.8 Meanwhile, in the penny press, The Life and Surprising Adventures of                        

Jack Shepperd  [sic]  by Obediah Throttle, was collected from four-penny parts into one volume 

and published in 1839.9  This novel successfully resuscitates Jack after his hanging and giving 

him a second life in Italy. Later, another penny press publisher, George Purkess,                      

plagiarised Throttle’s text verbatim in an anonymously authored volume, The Life and 

Adventures of Jack Sheppard, published in 1840.  Jack’s survival in Throttle’s serialised novel, 

in Purkess’s plagiarism of that novel,  in Greenwood’s dramatisation,  and in the City of                         

London  melodrama,  and even in  some  performances  of  Buckstone’s  West  End  mega-hit,  

 
7 See Fernandez (2010), Altick (1998), Dalziel (1957), and “Reading and Gender, Reading and Class” 

(2009: 531-2). 
8 Another version of Jack Sheppard premiered at the City of London Theatre on 21 October 1839, but 

this one cast Miss Vincent as Jack Sheppard (Ellis 1933: 94). That play seems to be distinct from the 

anonymous City of London play in which E. F. Saville played Jack. Since Purkess published the script 

for the latter City of London play in 1850, it seems likely that it was staged in 1845 (Jacobs and Mourão 

2007: 563). 
9 Obediah Throttle is a pseudonym. See the Price One Penny database for further bibliographic details 

and library holdings (Léger-St-Jean 2020). 
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are layered upon other representations of Jack Sheppard – not only Ainsworth’s novel,                            

but many other melodramatic adaptations, not to mention history itself – in which Jack                    

actually does die. This layering creates a palimpsest of characterisation through contested 

interpretations uniquely afforded by multiple representations of the same character.  I call this 

transmedia character complexity.  

The working classes were able to modify Jack as a transmedia character through the 

alignment of legal and market practices prevalent in the early Victorian period. Initially                      

middle-class narratives, such as Ainsworth’s novel in Bentley’s Miscellany, typically began 

their circulation at higher price points and were then almost immediately remediated into penny 

press plagiarisms in working-class magazines, newspapers, and penny parts; and, at the same 

time, into melodramas and gaff theatrical performances. As David Ibitson notes, fears about                       

Jack Sheppard’s influence focus on its extra-literary life on the stage and in the street, rather 

than condemning Ainsworth’s novel itself (2018: 336). Penny press print plagiarisms,                    

which would include Throttle and Purkess’s publications, often remediated novels and plays 

and were themselves remediated into more novels and plays, typically staged in the minor 

theatres. Although plagiarism and piracy are terms that were used by Victorians,                                  

their connotations of theft are not always entirely deserved. For this essay, piracies and 

plagiarisms in the print and theatrical entertainment market are works that,                                        

without authorisation, re-used characters created by others (usually middle-class authors)                     

and elaborated upon those characters — this could be extending or modifying their                      

storylines or elaborating the mental events associated with their previously described                    

fictional lives.  

 Print plagiarisms were usually marketed at a much lower price point in the penny press, 

a metric which has been used to indicate that their audience was economically distinct from the 

audience able to purchase originating sources, and were usually written anonymously.10                         

In the early nineteenth century, copyright law allowed “great latitude to literary works that re-

purposed other literary works,” which made space for abridgments, anthologies, re-printed 

magazine and newspaper articles, translations, and dramatisations on the market                         

(Abraham 2019: 97). Charles Dickens’ publishers, Chapman and Hall, famously lost an 

injunction to stop Edward Lloyd’s publication of one of The Pickwick Papers’ earliest spin-offs 

(98).  As Catherine Seville writes, copyright does not historically protect ideas, but only specific 

expressions of those ideas (1999: 11). Eighteenth and nineteenth-century copyright law                       

did not address the re-use of fictional characters who challenge the traditional distinction 

between ideas and the expression of ideas. Indeed, penny press authors like Throttle                      

slightly changed characters’ names for further cover, although it was arguably not necessary as 

long as the writing was new.  As Abraham observes, “[t]o some extent, this law to protect 

authors and booksellers in fact limited the scope of ownership in texts, both temporally and 

conceptually” (2019: 97). Print plagiarisms and dramatic piracies were arguably legal,                 

however their naming as such and the contemporaneous middle-class commentary on their 

impropriety all point to a culture that was gradually beginning to consolidate authority                  

in the hands of individual creators (or intellectual property owners) rather than                                

 
10 Some plagiarisms did exist at higher price points and were signed. For example, George W. M. 

Reynolds’s Pickwick in America (1838-9) was signed and sold for a shilling per monthly part (Léger-

St-Jean 2021). A shilling part would only be accessible to the upper and middle classes. This is 

significant because plagiarisms are usually discussed as a lower-class phenomenon almost exclusively. 

However, it is also important to remember that characters and stories did not need to be purchased by 

individuals in order to be consumed during this period. Entertainment circulated through one issue being 

read aloud, or physically shared among many individuals. It is thus difficult to fully determine the scope 

of an audience by price-point alone. 
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allowing remediation of character and story freely in the culture writ large.11                                            

The emergence of transmediality is perceptible in this shifting cultural zone between                     

folklore and capitalist entertainment markets  where the authority conferred by a creator’s name 

was at issue.  

The legal and market conditions that afforded the existence of transmediated                   

storyworlds included the porous boundaries between the page and stage. In an age of rapid 

expansion of mass entertainment, the theatres of the nineteenth century faced enormous 

pressure to produce at high speeds. As Jim Davis and Victor Emeljanow explain, prior to 1843, 

“theatrical activity in London focused on the patent houses, Drury Lane and Covent Garden, 

which operated throughout the year, and the Haymarket, which opened in the summer.                          

An expanding population, however, necessitated more entertainment than the patent monopoly 

allowed. The consequence was many ‘minor’ theatres which sprang up in the early years                        

of the century” (Davis and Emeljanow 2001: ix).  Under such pressure, the minor theatres 

turned to the ready-made hits of the novel market for musical melodramas that fell outside of 

legitimate spoken-word drama. While the minor theatres were operating outside of the 

imprimatur of spoken-word, legitimate theatre, their activity was not illegal, nor was it entirely 

culturally denigrated. During this period, the Lord Chamberlain granted burletta licenses                         

to small theatres along the strand, like the Adelphi, which permitted plays with music        

(Bratton 2014). Other theatres operated outside of metropolitan rules by relying on magistrate’s 

licenses; this was allowed in London, where theatres normally opened for short seasons by local 

permission (Bratton 2014). This shadow legality likely contributed to the ambivalence early 

Victorians demonstrated about what constituted literary theft (Cohen 2017: 133-4).                             

Copyright only governed books before the Copyright Act of 1842, which expanded copyright 

to engravings, paintings, lectures, dramatic works, and designs (Seville 1999: 11).                                 

The 1833 Dramatic Literary Property Act had established performance rights for playwrights 

and the Dramatic Authors Society, which was a regulating body that had authority to identify 

copyright violations; however, the 1833 Act did not stipulate any protections for the 

dramatisation of non-dramatic works – most notably, novels (Cohen 2017: 124-5).                                

The Jack Sheppard mania occurred primarily from 1839 through the early 1840s,                                    

and so was transcending media during a transitional period when the intellectual property of 

print novels was not initially legally regulated when it crossed into the theatre,  although                            

it was regulated after 1842.  

Jack Sheppards 

In the autumn of 1839, there were at least eight versions of Jack Sheppard playing in London 

(Hollingsworth 1963: 139).  In October and November, productions were ongoing at the 

Adelphi, Sadler’s Wells, Surrey, Victoria, Garrick, City of London, the Pavilion, and                           

the Queens (Ellis 1933: 92).  At Christmas, the patent theatre Drury Lane even staged                          

Jack Sheppard in pantomime (92). Jack Sheppard was so ubiquitous that a cartoon,                          

“The March of Knowledge,” in The Penny Satirist on 15 December 1839, lambasts juvenile 

boys, much like those who were interviewed in prison above, who pass Jack Sheppard                  

playbills from the Adelphi, Surrey, Victoria, Garrick, and Sadler’s Wells for wanting to be 

“another Jack Sheppard” (Buckley 2002: 427, see figure 1).  Yet, Jack Sheppard was not        

merely popular among the labouring classes.  The melodramatic adaptations of Ainsworth’s 

novel spanned the West End, East End, and South of the Thames, interpenetrating all levels of 

socio-economic class.  

 
11 See Cohen (2017: chapter 5). 
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Figure 1: “The March of Knowledge.” The Penny Satirist 15 (December 1839). 

Private collection, with thanks to Andrew King. 

 

J. B. Buckstone’s Jack Sheppard at the Adelphi in the West End was a smash hit and was 

revived for two decades afterward (Ellis 1933: 96). The play was renowned for Mrs. Keeley, a 

thirty-four-year-old woman, playing Jack, and Paul Bedford playing Blueskin (96, 97).12               

 
12 A couple of scholars regard the presence of cross-dressing as an index of the seriousness of the drama, 

implying that having a woman play Jack inherently makes the representation farcical, but this is not 

clearly the case. George Taylor notes that the convention of cross-dressing for actresses playing the role 

of Jack allowed audiences to maintain a moral distance from the gravity of the issues presented in 

glorifying a criminal (1996: xvii). Revealingly, Weedon Grossmith, an actor reviving the role of Jack 

Sheppard in 1896 some 50+ years later, observed that he did not want to play the role as “the romantic 

milksop of Sheppard of the Stage generally played by a woman” (Ellis 1933: 121). From Grossmith’s 

observation, it seems that having a woman play Jack did have certain effects on the audience, but that 

these were not necessarily comical. Taylor claims that dramatisations of Ainsworth’s novel made for 

theatres in the working-class districts of the East End and South of the Thames took Jack Sheppard more 

seriously by having Jack played by male actors. This thesis is not borne out by casts from working-class 

venues, which did not universally assign a male actor to play Jack. Ellis records the 21 October 1839 

melodrama at City of London as having cast Miss Vincent as Jack Sheppard (94) and Drury Lane’s 

Harlequin Jack Sheppard had a male play Jack (93-4). 
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Mrs. Keeley was acclaimed for her “sprightly and vivacious” acting, as well as her excellent 

singing voice (97).  A review of the play in  The Sunday Times on 3 November 1839 details              

the sensational special effects,  including “real water and real fire” (“Review of J. B. Buckstone” 

2007: 551). The first act depicts the storm of 1703 with scenic effects including                                         

“an arch … extending across the stage; through this rushes the great fall at the old bridge.                    

This is done by what are technically termed working waters, over which a real stream is forced;                    

a portion of the stage being lowered, the fall is literally ‘made cut.’ … it was frightfully real – 

the ladies shrieked, and the gentleman applauded vociferously” (551).  Buckstone’s melodrama 

is perhaps most famous for popularising “Nix My Dolly, pals fake away,” the flash song                  

from Ainsworth’s Rookwood. “Fake away” became a catch phrase among all classes.  

Contemporary witness, Sir Theodore Martin, wrote that the song: 

travelled everywhere and made the patter of thieves and burglars “familiar in our mouths as 

household words.” It deafened us in the streets, where it was as popular with the organ-grinders 

and German bands as Sullivan’s brightest melodies ever were in a later day. It clanged at mid-day 

from the steeple of St. Giles, the Edinburgh Cathedral …; it was whistled by every dirty 

guttersnipe, and chanted in drawing-rooms by fair lips, little knowing the meaning of the words 

they sang.  

 (qtd. in Ellis 1933: 99)  

Beside these technical and aural thrills that enthralled guttersnipes and gentlemen alike, 

Buckstone’s Jack Sheppard uniquely advertised its faithful depiction of Cruikshank’s 

illustrations from Ainsworth’s novel.  

  The playbill for 2 December 1839 (figure 2) reproduced twelve of the illustrations, 

implicitly inviting audiences to see the play as an enactment of Cruikshank’s vision.13                 

Martin Meisel observes that the dramatic versions of Jack Sheppard from this period are 

“faithful to the pictures, and rather free with the text” (1983: 271).  Indeed, Lauren Gillingham 

notes that Cruikshank self-consciously employed the visual vocabulary of melodrama, and that 

Cruikshank and Ainsworth shared an interest in “casting their tale in a manner perfectly suited 

for dramatic adaptation – and thus for commercial success” (2009: 888).  Carolyn Williams has 

likewise argued that tableaux are “a microcosm of the general pictorialism of the Victorian 

stage” and calls tableaux the “master-convention of melodrama’s visual semiotics”                     

(2018: 209, 208).  Tableaux importantly function to both condense visual significance but also 

to interrupt or clarify the ongoing plot. Meisel sees melodramatic tableaux as part of the 

situational grammar of what he calls “serial discontinuity” (1994: 67).  “Motion in effect                     

was movement to and away from pictures (or, more radically, was the succession of pictures),” 

Meisel writes (67).  The melodramatic adaptations of Jack Sheppard, including Buckstone’s, 

clearly participated in this Victorian narrative practice – a narrative practice that is                    

transmedial in that it asks audiences to make identifications between print illustrations and stage 

representations, then recontextualise those static images as dramatic extensions into embodied, 

moving theatre.  

 

 
13 This playbill advertised double Ainsworth features. Buckstone’s Jack Sheppard was accompanied by 

an adaptation of Chrichton (see figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Adelphi Playbill for December 2, 1839, advertising J. B. Buckstone’s Jack Sheppard.  

Courtesy of the Theatre and Performance Collection, Victoria and Albert Museum. Non-commercial use.  
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Typically, tableaux mark key transition points in the narrative, and often occur at the end 

of acts. In dramatisations of Jack Sheppard, the final tableau often offers an interpretational 

crux. The concluding tableau most often cited in scholarship for Buckstone is one in which the 

fate of Jack Sheppard is ambiguous. Jonathan Wild, upon seeing Jack in custody of the turnkeys, 

exclaims, “Ha! I have kept my oath! To Tyburn!”  Whereupon the house falls in fire and Wild 

and Mendez are buried in the ruins (Taylor 1996: 82).  The stage directions read:  

Jack is pinioned by the Turnkeys in front of the Guards, who line the Stage right – He seizes 

Wood’s  hand  and  kisses  it  –  Thames  and  Winnifred  are  locked  in  each  other’s  arms  in  

the centre of the Stage, while Blueskin and the Mob huzza at the destruction of Wild’s house, and 

the curtain falls.  

(82) 

When the curtain falls, Jack is still alive.  Meisel describes this ending as one that combines 

vigorous sensationalism with  “the tendency to go easy on Jack which marks the Adelphi 

adaptation” (1983: 277).  Jack is in custody, but his last act is one of contrition toward Wood, 

as the mob noisily celebrates Wild’s demise.  

Yet, Taylor provides an alternative ending found in John Moore’s prompt copy from                   

the Harvard Theatre collection. After Wild is killed and Blueskin is shot and dying,                            

Jack concludes the play with a soliloquy:  

Thus ends my life – my short, my wretched life. For let guilt be as bold and brave on the outside 

as it may, all is surely misery, bitter misery within. The poor London lads will I hope be warned 

by me, and by my fate, for here is the end of sin.  

(1996: 83)  

The concluding stage directions read, “Dies embracing the body of Blueskin. Slow music and 

red fire” (83). The Adelphi is thus recorded as having staged both an ambiguous ending that 

does not actually depict Jack’s death, as well as an ending that not only depicts Jack’s death       

but has Jack make himself an example to “poor London lads” to whom his fate will serve                     

as an example of the “end of sin” (83). This latter ending may have been performed after 

Russel’s murder in May 1840 and the licensing ban went into effect since, as we will see,                    

Buckstone’s melodrama was allowed to continue at the Adelphi for an unusually long time.  

 In  order  to  explore  the  significance  of  these  two  distinct  endings,  we  must  consider  

the  cultural  prestige  and  socio-economic  position  of  the  Adelphi  and  its  patrons.  Situated 

in the West End, the Adelphi was famous for melodrama (Davis and Emeljanow 2001: 82).                              

In 1819, the theatre had a policy of approaching “as near the regular drama as the exclusive 

privileges of the great theatres would permit” (qtd. in Moody 2000: 39). By the mid-1830s,         

the Adelphi had changed its marketing to a theatre of “flash, vulgarity, and low life” (39).               

Davis and Emeljanow observe that price differentials in the West End suggest that these theatres 

were not monopolised exclusively by fashionable audience members (2001: 78).                                   

Yet, overall, it seems that the Adelphi had a rather privileged cultural position, despite its 

branding strategy.  

When the Lord Chamberlain outlawed new licenses for performances of plays titled        

“Jack Sheppard” after Courvoisier’s confession, the denial was enforced at other minor theatres, 

but, in bibliographer S. M. Ellis’s words, for “some strange reason,” Buckstone’s                                 

Jack Sheppard at the Adelphi was allowed to continue  (1933: 108).  This, despite the fact that 

Mrs. Keeley, the actress who played Jack, believed that the Adelphi play had directly inspired 

Courvoisier to murder (105).  Yet,  the  broadsheets  sold  around  the  scaffold  at  Courvoisier’s  
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execution,  “titled ‘The Lament of Francis Courvoisier,’ to be sung to the tune of ‘Bank of 

Primroses’ and garnished with a fine woodcut of the felon swinging from the beam,” credited 

the Royal Surrey Theatre with tempting Courvoisier to his crime instead (107-8).                                    

The Adelphi therefore escaped recriminations. But eventually, even the Buckstone Jack 

Sheppard exhausted its special favour from the Lord Chamberlain. In 1852, when Mrs. Keeley 

revived Buckstone’s version at the Haymarket,  the playbills had to contain a notice saying                    

that the play was licensed by the Lord Chamberlain and that “all objectionable passages                       

are carefully expunged, and whilst every care is taken to illustrate the striking incidents of                     

the Drama, the most scrupulous may rest assured that in ‘adorning the tale’ the great end                        

of Dramatic Representation – ‘to point a moral’ – has not been forgotten” (qtd. in Ellis 108). 

About twenty years later, in 1873, Buckstone was obliged to entirely rewrite his Jack Sheppard 

to, in Ellis’s evocative words, “eviscerate it of any full-blooded qualities that might offend,                

give it a new title and rechristen all the characters with names bereft of immoral associations, 

and present it with a piteous apology” (113). While it appears that Buckstone’s                                      

Jack Sheppard did sympathise with Jack in some renditions, over time these very aspects of the 

play were censored by the state.  I believe that the longevity of this privilege was associated 

with the relative respectability of the Adelphi’s audiences and neighbourhood.  

On the same night that Buckstone’s Jack Sheppard premiered at the Adelphi – 28 October 

1839 – Thomas Greenwood’s Jack Sheppard premiered at Sadler’s Wells in the East End (101). 

Notably, this play also concludes with the rescue of Jack, implying that he may survive his 

hanging, but there is no suggestion of alternative endings having been supplied. The stage 

directions for the last scene read:  

BLUESKIN, amidst the shouts of the Mob and the firing of the Soldiers, is seen descending from 

the gallows with Jack on his shoulder – he throws him hastily into the arms of the Minters, who 

hurry off with the body . . . JONATHAN WILD is shot by Blueskin, and falls wounded, R. C. – 

Blueskin is shot by a Police Officer, and drops dead, c. – a Picture is formed, and the curtain 

descends amidst firing, uproar, and confusion.”  

(V. iv. 68)  

Greenwood, as Buckstone does, concludes with a tableau emphasising the mob, amidst 

chaos. Although Jack is described as a body, his death is not ascertained. Both Ellis and Taylor 

consider Greenwood’s play to be one of the more serious dramatisations of Jack Sheppard. 

Greenwood’s programs for the play had claimed it was “allowed by all to be the best and most 

dramatic” and Ellis praises Greenwood’s melodrama as having “more serious lines                                  

of vraisemblance in the physical aspects of the chief character” (101). This was primarily due 

to Jack being played by a man:  R. W. Honner (though in early scenes, at 13 years old,                         

Jack was played by Honner’s wife) (101). Ellis speculates that Greenwood’s Jack Sheppard 

proved successful,  since Honner went on to star in another Newgate drama at the same                           

theatre in September 1841 (102).  Despite its ambiguous ending, Greenwood’s play was likely                    

allowed to continue through its initial run since it had commenced prior to the licensing ban 

(Buckley 2002: 429).  

What proves most interesting about Greenwood’s play is where it shows up after                         

its run at Sadler’s Wells. Perhaps the most radical adaptation of Jack Sheppard is the 

anonymously authored, Jack Sheppard: A Drama in Three Acts, published by George Purkess 

in his series of Penny Pictorial Plays in 1850.  In the 1830s,  Purkess was a well-known radical 
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publisher of unstamped newspapers, in defiance of the 1819 tax on political news                            

(“From Jack Sheppard, A Drama in Three Acts” 2007: 563). Purkess’s penny publications 

were,for the most part, a “challenge to the respectable establishment”  (“Purkess, George”   

2009: 519). Purkess traded in straight plagiarism: Act 4, Scene 1 of Greenwood’s play is 

reproduced verbatim in the script of Jack Sheppard: A Drama in Three Acts. The poaching of 

parts of Greenwood’s play is in line with Purkess’ flouting of intellectual property and 

censorship regulations more generally. Indeed, this anonymous version of Jack Sheppard                  

was likely the one that was being staged in 1845 at the City of London Theatre, when police 

officers shut down the play to enforce the Lord Chamberlain’s ban on licenses for all                       

“Jack Sheppard” titles (“From Jack Sheppard, A Drama in Three Acts” 2007: 563).                                 

To make matters worse, the manager had been encouraging labouring-class patronage                         

by selling two tickets for the price of one (563). Indeed, the City of London Theatre continued 

to defy licensing laws well into the 1860s (563).  

The anonymous City of London production in 1845 is notable for the seriousness                             

of the dramatic treatment of the subject, as well as for Jack’s rescue in the end.                                              

In Purkess’ published script,  the male E. F. Saville is cast as Jack Sheppard, which Ellis                        

and Taylor have associated with a more serious dramatic approach to the subject.                                        

In other adaptations, Jack was played by a woman, but this breeches role treatment                              

of the character was associated at the time with burlesque conventions that distanced audiences 

from the controversial subject matter versus the more realistic, sombre treatment marked                        

by having Jack played by an adult man;  Taylor has argued that working-class adaptations                 

were more likely to cast an adult male for Jack (1996: xvii). The stage directions for the last 

scene instruct Sheppard to look  “contemptuously on Wild, who eyes him exultingly – the bell 

tolls – the officers and Soldiers encircle Jack” who march him to “the Fatal Gibbet”                            

(Jack Sheppard: A Drama 1850: 8).  Jack’s rescue occurs between dashes: “the Fatal Gibbet – 

Blueskin’s Rescue – Wild is shot – Tableau as the curtain falls” (8).  The last tableau depicts 

Blueskin and Jack’s triumph over Wild (8).  Jack is “rescued and escapes suffering for his 

crimes and justice is served instead by Wild’s death,” Stearns writes (2013: 453). Wild is shot 

in place of Jack’s hanging.  This is perhaps the clearest example of Jack’s exoneration on stage, 

as other rescues were either ambiguous or Jack was still in custody.  

As we have seen,  several melodramatic adaptations of Jack Sheppard circulating in 1839 

to the mid-1840s pushed back against Jack’s execution.  The Adelphi melodrama is most widely 

remembered, perhaps because it interpenetrated upper- and middle-class neighbourhoods,                     

as Sir Theodore Martin’s memory of the “Nix My Dolly” attests,  and was revived repeatedly 

for decades.  Yet it is unclear how often or for how long Buckstone staged the ambiguous       

ending for Jack,  and how soon the play was obliged to replace that ending with one                                 

that was more politically expedient.  Eventually,  Buckstone’s play was censored and revised 

to suit the Lord Chamberlain’s preferences. Meanwhile, Greenwood’s melodrama at                       

Sadler’s Wells (staged before the ban)  implies Jack’s potential survival as a body and the 

anonymous version at the City of London Theatre more strongly promises Jack’s survival.  

While the City of London melodrama, staged in 1845, was illegal and shut down,                                        

it was memorialised in George Purkess’ Penny Pictorial Plays five years later, and is a part of 

a pattern of a purposeful defiance of censorship law.  
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Jack’s story was not only re-envisioned on the stage but was also reworked in print.14 

Published in 1839 in 30 numbers sold for four pennies a part, Obediah Throttle’s                                    

The Life and Adventures of Jack Shepperd [sic] is notable for giving Jack a second life in Italy.  

This arguably extends from an aside that Ainsworth’s Jack makes,  when he attempts to rebel 

from his criminal apprenticeship with Wild, saying “I’m tired of the life I’m leading.                          

I shall quit it and go abroad” (2007: 281). Faithful Blueskin declares, “I’ll go with you” (281). 

In Ainsworth’s novel, this narrative possibility is never realised, but Throttle realises the 

speculation, albeit later in the plot.  Throttle has Skyblue (Blueskin) successfully resuscitate 

Jack after his hanging; when Wild is hanged months later,  Wild spots  “the pale face of a young 

man attired in black … ‘Jack Shepperd! [sic]’” (1839: 236). The penny serial concludes                    

with an afterword about a “quiet elderly man … ever gentle and kind to all” whose grave in 

Italy would read “Here lies John Shepperd [sic] and his faithful servant Anthony Lamb once 

well known by the name of Skyblue” (236-7). These modifications do not stand alone                         

but instead resonate and speak back to prior versions of Jack Sheppard by reclaiming his 

afterlife for the edification of the labouring classes.  

Interestingly,  Purkess found Throttle’s rescue and revival of Jack to be attractive enough 

to again plagiarise the text for his own The Life and Adventures of Jack Sheppard, published       

in 1840.  Although the typesetting and illustrations are different and of higher quality,                            

the text is the same (with minor corrections). At the end of Purkess’ anonymous                                   

Jack Sheppard,  an Italian Marquis finds the grave of “John Sheppard and his faithful                      

servant Anthony Lamb (known by the name of Skyblue)” (1840: 215).  The 1840 Purkess 

publication was collected into one volume, though it seems likely that, as with Throttle,                       

it was previously released in penny parts.15  Throttle’s serialised novel was likewise collected 

into one volume. This re-publication in single volume form implies that each work was 

relatively commercially successful.  

What Jane Moody has characterised as the piece-meal aesthetic of the illegitimate theatre 

can be generalised,  I argue,  to the transmedial interrelations between the literary marketplace, 

the theatre, and the penny press during this period.  Repetition and transformation were 

foundational to all these popular culture forms.  These forms were, in Moody’s words                     

regarding illegitimate theatre in particular,  “never respectful of social and aesthetic distinctions, 

nor indeed of cultural ownership.  On the contrary, cannibalistic adaptation, piracy, and theft 

pervaded its writing and production” (2000: 80).  Melodrama in particular “delighted in the 

self-conscious incorporation of recognizable images and musical sounds from a variety                           

of sources,”  Moody observes (81);  this was fundamentally a  transmedial engagement  in that  

  

 
14 There were other penny press versions of Jack Sheppard. S. M. Ellis observes that one of the earliest 

piracies of Ainsworth’s novel was published anonymously in 1839 under the title “The History of Jack 

Sheppard: His Wonderful Exploits and Escapes” (1933: 89). The prostitute Edgworth [sic] Bess was 

transformed into “an innocent and fragile milkmaid of fifteen, with flaxen hair, dazzling white skin,              

and eyes clear blue” (90). The illustrations were supplied by Jack Ketch, and they imitated Cruikshank’s 

plates (90). The piracy enjoyed great success and was reissued and retitled, “The Life and Adventures 

of Jack Sheppard,” by Lincoln Fortescue, Esq., in 1845 (90-1). Fortescue’s novel ends with                          

Jack’s execution. Ellis also records an anonymous work titled “Blueskin,” published in 1867-8, in which 

a “horrific description of the hanging of Sheppard” is followed by a “mysterious German scientist”                 

who “obtains the body and in his laboratory restores Jack to life” (91). 
15 Purkess’s The Life and Adventures of Jack Sheppard is housed in the British Library’s Barry Ono 

Collection of Bloods and Dreadfuls. 
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it asked audiences to recognise and extend engagements from elsewhere. Furthermore, 

melodramatic adaptations were often stitched together through a pastiche of scenes from earlier 

adaptations and novels – Moody deems this a “piece-meal aesthetic” (82). “Appropriation, 

then,” Moody concludes, “became a process by which the authority of an existing narrative may 

be implicitly questioned or pointedly reinvented” (81). Jack was a flashpoint for just such 

struggles over authority.  

History and Fiction 

Throttle’s Jack Shepperd [sic], Purkess’ anonymous Jack Sheppard, the anonymous City of 

London dramatisation, and Greenwood’s dramatisation at Sadler’s Wells and even some 

renditions of Buckstone’s melodrama at the Adelphi all provide new potential for a character 

with whom the labouring classes identified strongly, especially in the context of the increasing 

criminalisation of everyday working-class activities. During this time, working-class                      

bodies were subject to strict control by the state. Infractions – including showing or selling 

animals on the streets, being drunk in public, or making any noise to gather people together –

could newly incur penalties of up to forty shillings (Stearns 2013: 448). Indeed, under laws 

passed in 1839, police could enter any dwelling being used as an unlicensed theatre (that is, 

penny gaffs) and arrest the performers, those who had allowed the location to be used                              

for the performance, and everyone in the audience (448). This authority over working-class 

bodies had real consequences for how the working classes desired to see themselves reflected 

in narrative representations.  

  Ainsworth’s novel had made Jack an accessory to murder,  which he was not in                    

historical fact.  In Stearns’s estimation, Ainsworth adds this to try to justify Sheppard’s                 

hanging by the code of law then current in 1839, yet Stearns argues that it was not                              

enough to condemn Sheppard for many working-class audience members, who saw his                  

hanging as a reminder of the caprice of the law that hanged Sheppard for theft in the                    

eighteenth century when the code of the late 1830s would have let him live (449).                             

Stearns argues that responses to Ainsworth’s Jack Sheppard  “reinforced themes highlighting 

the illegitimacy of legal authority and seemed to celebrate criminality’s defiance of the law. 

This literature was especially problematic for middle-class critics since it seemed to                          

infect readers with a desire to thwart authority and encouraged the disregard for potential 

punishment” (449).  This disjunction between the historical Sheppard’s petty crime                              

and Ainsworth’s character being an accessory to murder is not treated separately by                    

audiences of the labouring classes.  In other words, in the context of the late 1830s,                   

labouring-classes’ audiences were likely cognizant that Jack should not have deserved to die 

for his crimes.  The historical Jack Sheppard’s hanging for mere theft at the same time                          

as Ainsworth fictionally frames him for murder complicates the character’s figuration and 

makes Jack into a complex transmedia character through which working-class audiences could 

project their desires for greater bodily autonomy during a time when the state had relaxed capital 

punishment but increased the routine policing of working-class bodies.  In other words,                        

the palimpsest of Jack’s representations traced upon one another creates a greater depth                           

in the character whose survival comes to be all the more meaningful for labouring-class 

audiences who are culturally familiar with Jack Sheppard’s story of multiple escapes and 

eventual hanging, be it from history, Ainsworth’s novel directly, or the multiple adaptations 

then circulating.  
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Ainsworth had also added nobility to Jack Sheppard’s character to make him into a more 

appropriate object of admiration for his intended middle-class audience, but the addition of 

noble lineage fanned an ongoing critical dispute over the nature of virtue.  Over the nineteenth 

century the middle classes were shifting from a fantasy of aristocratic romance to the fantasy 

of what Leslie Simon calls “meritocratic opportunity” (2017: 306). However, fictional appeals 

to aristocracy still entailed a classed logic of innate virtue that could sometimes be corrupted, 

but only as an exception to the rule. Consequently, it was the way that Ainsworth portrayed 

Sheppard’s added-on nobility to which several Victorian middle-class reviewers most objected. 

In the February 1840 issue of Fraser’s Magazine,  J. Hamilton Reynolds anonymously writes, 

“[t]he conceit of making Jack Sheppard the son of a woman of high family, and connected by 

blood with a house of long descent, is rather droll. Jack was a blackguard, blood, bone,                        

and sinew; and any refining does his character perfect injustice” (1840: 521).  Reynolds reads 

Ainsworth’s fictional representation as coterminous with claims about Jack’s historical 

biography.  John Forster similarly anonymously complains,  “[t]he knowledge of his mother’s 

high alliance inspires him with sudden respect for her, and he incontinently goes off to pay her 

the visit in Bedlam. He now feels that if he had only known of his high birth he’d have not been 

a housebreaker.  And this, if there is any moral in it, is the moral of the book!” (1839: 515). 

Forster’s problem is that Jack Sheppard is bad, and Ainsworth’s revelation of noble lineage 

inspires him to be good. Making an historical highwayman into a hero, in Gillingham’s words, 

“displaces the structure of the romance hero onto a protagonist whose very identity is premised 

on transgression of the social order, and on the unleashing of ambitious, appetitive energy” 

(2009: 886). The classed logic of aristocratic virtue dictated that nobility should reveal itself 

through good behaviour as a rule, rather than inspiring the reform of bad behaviour as it did                

in Ainsworth’s novel (Gillingham 2009: 885-7, 890-2).  

The inversion of aristocratic virtue in Ainsworth’s representation invited, whether 

intentionally or unintentionally, reclamation of Jack Sheppard as a “great prison-breaker”                

who also happened to be “like a gentleman” (“Juvenile Delinquency” 1852: 321).                                 

The audiences who knew that Sheppard was real but did not know his history precisely did not 

seem to discriminate carefully regarding, in Catherine Gallagher’s explanation of the                 

workings of historical character, “the fictionalised bits that come to us in a subjunctive tense” 

(2011: 321).  M. F., in the Borough Gaol at Liverpool, 19 years old, admits to having                        

never actually seen Jack Sheppard performed, but “I have often heard and read about him:                 

they all seem to say he was a great man and a great prison-breaker; and when he was at liberty, 

like a gentleman” (“Juvenile Delinquency” 1852: 541). M. F. hears of Jack Sheppard                     

second-hand, and mistakes him in his fictionalised form (“like a gentleman”) for his historical 

referent. E. B.,  also in the Borough Gaol at Liverpool, 18 years old,  says that he has                

“read his Life; I think myself it is mostly false; there may have been such a man, but I think                 

he could not go through all the exploits that is spoken of” (542).  E. B. disbelieves Jack’s 

exploits in his biography precisely because he thinks them too incredible to be real,                               

and therefore betrays that he is treating the history as fiction. Several testimonies convey                      

a sentiment like this one: “[w]e continued to talk about Jack Sheppard, and said we were getting 

like Jack and his companions” (546). Boys mention his Life, the plays, stories made up                           

and told on the streets, songs, and illustrations (Jacobs and Mourão 2007: Appendix C).                      

Boys actively making up stories about Jack themselves know that he is a figure                     

symbolically functioning in their make believe; at the same time, the knowledge that Jack was 

real tends to intensify his symbolic status. It is not clear that any person testifying                                      

to the influence of Jack Sheppard is carefully differentiating between his representations in                  

non-fictional and fictional sources. 
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Conclusion 
 

Audience members treated historical and fictional accounts of Jack Sheppard as describing the 

same entity, which creates the space for specifying new facts and thus claiming new meaning. 

Transmediality occurring in the early Victorian period, as I argue that we can consider                             

the Jack Sheppard mania to be a part of, is an emergent phenomenon where story elements 

extend across media organically, by the hands of multiple creative agents. Above, these agents 

include penny press authors and publishers, as well as cheap theatre playwrights. I argue that 

transmediality comes into being when audiences treat the works as representing an implied 

storyworld that can be enriched by new acts of description across media, even if those new acts 

of description conflict with foregoing versions. In this essay, I have argued that fictional 

character is a storyworld element that was central to transmediality in the early nineteenth 

century. Using the concept of transmedia in this period allows us to see how enthusiastic 

audience members of the labouring classes interpreted transmedia character complexity as they 

built a palimpsest out of the proliferation of cross-media character representations.                             

This character complexity matters, in part, because it is an avenue for oppressed communities 

to reclaim their dignity through narrative meaning-making.  

The  revision  of  Jack  Sheppard  from  hanged  criminal  to  rescued  or  even  escaped  

hero  is  a  way  for  the  interpretive  community  of  the  labouring  classes  to  wrest  control  

of Jack’s story from the middle and upper classes. The significance of the City of London 

playwright, Greenwood, Buckstone, Purkess’ anonymous author, and Obediah Throttle’s 

character decisions are neither isolated versions nor merely nodes in a network of character 

representations, but are instead layered upon and interacting with the foregoing lower-, middle- 

and upper-class interpretations of Jack.16 Transmedia character belongs to audiences,                           

and creators catering to the labouring classes chose Jack’s survival in four or even five 

representations. Such a choice is the very making of meaning but, as Wolfgang Iser’s                  

comments about the convergence of the text and reader remind us, such meaning-making is 

 
16 The ontological status of characters is a point of considerable vexation for narratologists and 

philosophers. How can we say that the Jack Sheppard of Throttle is the same as the Jack Sheppard of 

Ainsworth? Certainly, one resolution to the question is to say he is not the same, and that character 

identity is tied to work(s) united by some will to consistency. Yet, Julien Lapointe observes that 

characters across media routinely undergo changes that depart considerably from the rules of our lived 

reality without evidently causing a disruption in an audience’s ability to recognise them as the same 

(2017: 70). “These pivotal changes do not necessarily undermine the character’s fictitious identity,” 

Lapointe writes, “[w]hat emerges instead is a composite portrait, which encompasses irreconcilable 

discrepancies, and which surpasses the truth-claims of their fictitious worlds” (71). Lapointe reviews 

two  dominant  approaches  to  fictional  character  within  philosophy  which  treat  fictional  characters  

as either non-existent objects or corollaries of possible worlds (63). The latter is the position that has 

prevailed in studies of transmedia character so far. Jan-Noël Thon has proposed to read transmedia 

characters as a “transmedia character network,” for example, arguing that there is “no reason to assume 

that medial representations of characters sharing the same name are representations of the same 

character” (2019: 193). In a similar vein, Shane Denson and Ruth Mayer propose the terms “serial 

figure” and “series character” for understanding fictional characters within the nexus of seriality; the 

serial figure is a “type of stock character that became entrenched in the popular-cultural imagination” 

and the series character is contained within closed series and, in contrast against the flat stock characters 

who are serial figures, series characters can attain interpretive depth largely through their consistency 

within a body of works (2018: 65-7). Denson and Mayer’s approach confers depth where a united 

creative vision is possible; where repetition occurs across culture, adjectives like “stock” or “type” 

become dominant. 
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both very local and always in flux (1974: 275). Thus, the figuration of complex transmedia 

character that an audience member may ascribe to it is a personal accounting of all the traces 

left by their encounters with the character across media. The perception of a complex 

transmedia character, then, is never static but always an interpretation of foregoing versions 

building upon each other that is constrained by both the medial representations making up the 

storyworld and the imagined community’s shared interpretations. “[T]ransmedia characters are 

as much cultural as textual,”  Albertsen observes, noting that familiarity is necessary for 

comprehending transmedia characters (2019: 244).  Called a mania, the popular zeitgeist of 

1839 to mid 1840s in Great Britain seems to have been flooded by so many accounts of                      

Jack Sheppard to have all but guaranteed this familiarity for audiences of the                                         

cheap theatre and penny press.  

Character complexity achieved through a palimpsest composed of traces of multiple 

representations is a transmedial strategy for achieving an effect that is equivalent in 

sophistication to the apprehension of character depth within a consistent work or system of 

works. Within literary criticism, character depth, as something that has become a critical 

desideratum in realist representation, has been afforded to characters in canonised, highly 

valued works and often disallowed for devalued works, typically those produced within popular 

culture. As Deidre Lynch argues in The Economy of Character, character appreciation emerges 

in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century as a site for readerly self-fashioning as much, 

if not more than, a site for the exegesis of literary character based on textual evidence alone.                 

In other words, character depth is produced through readerly reflection rather than through 

writing style. At the same time, the cheap printing technologies and expansion of the mass 

entertainment market also produced a new “insistence on distinguishing between styles of 

reading and on propagating decorums that separate one reader’s refined receptiveness to literary 

meanings from another, vulgar reader’s avid following of fashion” (Lynch 1998: 127).                     

Rather than debating whether a character is static/flat or dynamic/round in terms of a single 

work’s textual evidence, I argue that the proliferation of a character’s representations across 

media can in effect lend them the same capacity for change. I see psychological depth as less a 

stylistic effect than the audience’s perception that the character is capable of change; as such,         

I contend that transmedia characters can achieve a similar effect of psychological depth through 

being retold and revised across media. Perceiving character depth within work(s) has come to 

signify audience sophistication, and Victorian labouring class audiences have been rhetorically 

disallowed the privilege of conferring depth on their favourite characters. Labouring classes 

and their characters have been described as shallow, flat.  Hence, I propose that the practice of 

interpreting character complexity through transmediality has been neglected up until this point 

because of the propagation of these decorums.  

Finally, I believe that it is no mere coincidence that the strongest affirmations of Jack’s 

survival occurred in the adaptations that were least legally defensible: the City of London play 

of 1845 and the penny press plagiarisms, one of which plagiarised the other. The modification 

of Ainsworth’s character by working-class audiences in the penny press and cheap theatre 

revealed the inadequacies of Victorian copyright law to protect the creative property of 

originating creators across media, and thus disturbed Victorian middle- and upper-class literary 

critics because they saw the labouring classes’ celebration of Jack Sheppard as threatening                  

to undermine their social order. Cultural critics of the middle and upper classes policed                       

the labouring classes’  entertainment  because they thought that  revolution itself was  at stake. 
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Indeed, representations of Jack’s survival occur immediately after Ainsworth’s novel is 

finished, before censorship went into effect, and appeared in even stronger terms after Jack 

Sheppard was outlawed. While no class uprising ever materialised, I see the work of creators 

in the penny press and the cheap theatre as defying attempts at censorship on behalf of their 

labouring-class audiences by resurrecting Jack and giving him the stories that they wanted.  
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